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Foreword

The Alboran Sea, the westernmost part of the Mediterranean Sea, links
- the strategic Strait of Gibraltar to the open Mediterranean. If naval systems

are to be employed effectively in the ocean, the regional physical oceanography
must be understood. This report is a major contribution to such an under-
standing in the Alboran Sea.

A. E. Bisson A. C. Esau, Captain, USN
Technical Director Commanding Officer
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Executive summary

o - The Alboran Sea is the westernmost basin of the Mediterranean Sea.
Research published through 1983 is synthesized to show the important physical
oceanographic features of the Alboran Sea. The upper layer of the Aboran
Sea extends to about 200 m depth, and is characterized by low salinity (36.(o
or less) and by an energetic anticyclonic gyre, whose speeds may exceed 1 m/sec
and which may fill most of the western AlborLn. Beneath the generally

* eastward-flowing Atlantic Water are two Mediterranean waters. The Levan-
tine Intermediate Water, which extends from about 200 to 600 m depth, has
maxima in both salinity (about 38.45) and temperature. The Levantine Water
moves westward at 1-3 cm/sec in a broad flow that is concentrated in the
northern part of the basin. Below the Levantine Water the Western Mediter-
ranean Deep Water has steadily decreasing salinity and temperature to values

eC below 12.9eC potential temperature, which has been taken as a definition.
The deep-water flow is concentrated as a narrow boundary current against
the African slope and has a speed of 5-10 cm/sec to the west.
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The Physical Oceanography of the Alboran Sea

1. Introduction Mediterranean and the western Mediterranean, respec-
fhe Alboran Sea has been called the Alboran Chan- tively, but they were especially useful for placing the

nel, skhich is an apt name for this elongated, semi- Alboran Sea in broader perspective.

enclo,,ed body of \ ater that connects the Strait of This material was given as a paper at the NATO

Gibraltar to the \\estern Mediterranean Sea. In a broad Advanced Research Workshop on the Oceanography
sen,c, the Alboran Sea can be considered a strait, as and Meteorology of the Mediterranean Sea (Santa

it is a narross transition between the broad Mediter- Teresa, La Spezia, Italy; September 1983). Although

ranean Sea and the open Atlantic Ocean. Oceano- nearly four years have passed since this manu',cript was

gtraphic phenomena that are regionally interesting or written, our overview is useful because it synthesizes

that dchpla\ interesting ocean physics occur there--in knowledge of the Alboran Sea and reports on some

C ntan case, because of the proximity to Gibraltar and data that are either unpublished or appear only in

beca ue the Alboran serves as a conduit connecting the obscure reports. A volume on the Mediterranean Sea
for which this report was originally written shouldAtlantic to the rest of the Mediterranean.

Mediter- appear soon (The Oceanography and Meteorology of
racombe and ihernia (1972) described the Western the Mediterranean Sea, H. Charnok, ed., in prep.). The

ranean as a sertes of basins and sills, and the Western volume will include many review papers that describe
Alboran Sea is the first basin encountered by the inflow- various regions within the Mediterranean, and it will

* ing Atlantic \ater, and is the last basin occupied by offer a more complete picture of the physical
the outtto% ing Mediterranean Water. These two water oceanography of the Mediterranean Sea than is pres-
types demonstrate their maximum contrast in the ently available.
Alboran [he less saline Atlantic Water emerges from This material is being issued as a report to ensure
he Stiait of Gibraltar as a narrow and energetic cur- a wider distribution than afforded by the book alone.

rent (speeds >1 ill sec), and then forms a permanent A Spanish version is being issued simultaneously by
al ititclo lOi : 2re in the % estern Alboran that nearly the Instituto Espa ol de Oceanografia in Madrid.
cxtend, tron Spain to Morocco. The Mediterranean This report is organized as follows. First we present
Water enters the Alboran from the east as a more dif- an overview of the physiography (11) and meteorology
tt,e and uncincruetic (speeds '-,0.01 m/sec) flow. The (I11) as necessary background to the next two sections.

* initertneiatc satcr ,hoks a preference for the northern The core of the paper is contained in the sections on
' half ot the sca, hut the deep water forms an identifiable water masses (IV) and general circulation (V). These

currcnt th.,! adheres to the African slope before flow- sections overlap somewhat because it is impossible to
ing i ; ', r iokard the sill at Gibraltar. Both inter make sense of one topic without a knowledge of the
lncdiatc, and Jcep s ater contribute to the outflow into other. The general circulation uses results of direct cur-
the Vlaui,. I he e\change of waters through the Strait rent measurements, of which there have been many in
-it t ,thaltt is ,cl\ related to budgets of water, salt, the past 8 years (but few results have been published).
heat,. cts, and pollutants for the entire Mediter- We then have two short sections on specialized topics
ranean. I hc ,trujture and behavior of water masses that have received strong interest: tides and internal
, and tlo.A, in the .\lboran Sea provide clues to the fluxes waves (VI) and meteorological effects on the flow (VII).
thar ornptic therec xhanges and to the exchange proc- We conclude with a comment on the immediate future
CC lt-lIC. of research in the Alboran (VIII), a brief summary (IX),

I li: h,, tniniar ot the Alboran was produced by an update on recent related publications (X), and the
Cat I ar'n, W1'4. \hthotigh he relied on data from the references (XI).

,iwinic it ,,e %ear 1962), his analysis was thorough
otlld .thclett ite ()thcr helpful reie\,s that included 1I. Physiography
the \l , it cc I a.embe and kIhernia (1972) and The physiography of the Alboran Sea has a pro-

,,pk 1-, i lihcsc rcc, tes covered the entire found influence on the distribution of water la,,es

% 
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and on the circulation, as sections IV and V will show. Cabo Tres Forcas and Cape Figalo (135 km x 63 kin).
We therefore review the major features that constrain A third large (80 km x 55 kin) plateau is found near
the flos of both Atlantic and Mediterranean waters. the Spanish Coast between 3' and 40 W. This plateau,
This discussion closely follows J. P. Flanagan in Carter which contains several volcanic peaks, has a lower
et al. (1972) and is also based on U.S. Defense Map- boundary delineated by the 900 m isobath. A steep con-
ping Agency Chart 52000. We have used some of the tinental slope that leads to the Alboran Strait (Gier-
nomenclature of Milliman et al. (1972) and of Huang mann, 1962) has depths near 1500 m and connects the
'11)d Stanley (1972). western Alboran Basin to the Algerian Basin. There

The Alboran Sea is located in the westernmost is no sill in the eastern Alboran as was implied by Wust
Mediterranean Sea and forms a narrow (100 km) (1961; see Katz, 1972).
approach to the Strait of Gibraltar (Fig. 1). It is There are also a number of ridges, valleys, and
bordered on the north by Spain, on the south by banks. Xauen and Tofino banks come within 100 m

lMorocco and western Algeria, on the west by the Strait of the surface near the Moroccan Coast at 4'W, and
of Gibraltar, and on the east by the line joining Cabo Provencaux, Cabliers, and Alidade Banks are found
de Gata (Spain) and Cabo Figalo (Algeria) (as defined in the southern half of the eastern Alboran. Djibouti
by the International Hydrographic Organization). The Bank rises within 200 m of the surface northwest of
Alboran Sea is connected to the North Atlantic Ocean Alboran Strait. Between Xauen Bank and Cabo Tres
through the narrow (15 km) and shallow (300 m) Strait Forcas is a long (160 km) northeast/southwest-oriented
of Gibraltar and is open at its eastern boundary to the ridge ("Seuil d'Alboran," Giermann et al. 1968) that
western Mediterranean. It has an area of 54,000 km 2 , contains Xauen and Tofino Banks, as well as Alboran
and a maximum depth of nearly 1500 m in the western Island. The ridge is separated from Africa by a nar-
basin and about 2000 m at its eastern limit, row trough ("South Alboran Graben," Giermann,

* The bottom topography of this small sea is complex. 1962) whose sill depth is deeper than 400 m.
The width of the continental shelf (called "upper shelf" The Eastern and Western Alboran are separated near
by Flanagan) varies from 2 to 10 km off the Spanish 3°W by Cabo Tres Forcas, Alboran Island, and the
Coast. It is wide (10 km) off Malaga and narrow (2 km) restrictions in the troughs north and south of Alboran
off Cape Sacratif, and averages about 5 km in width. Island (Alboran Strait and South Alboran Graben).
Along the African Coast the shelf is 3 km wide from Each half of the Alboran Sea contains a basin (in the
Punta Almira to Point Busicur, then it fluctuates from geological sense, the deep parts of each half are often
3 to 18 km width to Cabo Tres Forcas, and then it is called "basins"). The Western Basin is defined by the
a uniform 15 krn width eastward. The depth of the shelf 1400-m contour and is elongated in the east-west direc-
break varies from 100 to 150 m. tion. It is 40 km x 22 km, reaches a maximum depth

Seaward of the shelf break is a region of varied in excess of 1500 m, and is connected to the Alboran
physiographic features. This region is especially promi- Strait. The eastern Alboran Basin is smaller, only
nent along the African Coast and was called the "lower 13 km x 6 km, and is defined by the 1200-m contour.
shelf" by Flanagan. Two elongated and gently sloping It is located southwest of Alboran Island and is con-
plateais cover mucb of this region between Punta nected to the Algerian Basin to the east by the southern
Alrnina and Xauen Bank (92 km x 27 km) and between trough (South Alboran Graben). The eastern Alboran

is dominated by a broad depression that opens eastward
-2 into the Algerian Basin.

Alboran Island is a small (600 m x 250 m) volcanic
• island that sits atop the long ridge (Scuil d'Alboran).

The island is surrounded by a shallow (less than 200 m
depth), flat-topped plateau that extends 45 km

_<.i , northeast-southwest and has a maximum width of
10 km. Depths on both sides of the plateau drop off
steeply into Alboran Strait to the north and into the

- trough leading to the East Alboran Basin on the south.
In summary, the periphery of the Alboran Sea has

-do a narrow continental shelf with widths less than 20 km
. and usually less than 10 km. The continental slope is

,. interrupted by plateaus and banks of varying sizes and
depths. The western Alboran, where depths cxtend to
1500 in, is connected to the east by a deep channel

Ivi,,tc I. Bath vmetrv of the AIhoran Sea in meters. north of the ridge that is topped by Alboran Island
Redra n tromn (hart 3/0 puhlished by the Defense and by a shallower trough south of this ridge. The

Ia/ l, ,n . itenv Itvdroiraphw" ('enter, Washington, Eastern Alboran is open to the deeper and larger
Algerian Basin to the east.
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111. General meteorological conditions Morocco. These levantes are accompanied by low
Forcing by the atmosphere influences water mass clouds and frequently by heavy rains.

transformation and affects the circulation (Section 3. Terral (from land). Terrales are two types of north-
VII). We discuss both the large-scale meteorology and erly winds. The winter terral is associated with high
the local wind systems. This discussion is based on pressure centered near the Alboran (Fig. 4), which

-• Brody and Nestor (1980), Admetlla (1980), and
Anonymous (1982).

The seasonal weather pattern in the Alboran Sea is . /"/ , ,
strongly influenced by the movement of the semiperma- N L
nent Azores anticyclone. During winter (November- 40 %6 .0

February), the anticyclone diminishes as the upper-level 91

0 westerliL. and associated storm tracks move southward. 35

Migrating cyclones and anticyclones cause the weather 96,,

to be unsettled, wet, and windy. During summer 30

(June-September) the Azores anticyclone extends
northeastward toward the Alps, causing warm and dry 25 102,

weather with light winds. The transitional seasons of
* spring and autumn have different lengths. Spring

extends from March through May, and is characterized
by an alternation of stormy winter weather and calm 30 25 20 25 1s 5 0 5 10 15E

summer weather. Autumn lasts only during October, Figure 2. The isobaric chart for poniente winds.
and the transition to winter weather is abrupt.

The mountains that line both the northern and
S southern shores affect the winds most strongly in the N

Strait of Gibraltar and near shore and, to a lesser 45

extent, offshore. The mountains increase speed and
constrain direction by channeling the winds. They are 40 NON' /

also conducive to producing such local phenomena as
mountain gap winds and katabatic winds. 35 H

A. Prevailing winds 30

1. Ionientes (westerly winds). These westerly winds
are humid and mild, and are associated with low 25
pressure north or northwest of the Iberian Peninsula
(Fig. 2). The skies are generally clear with some

* cumulus clouds, although there may be some showers.
[his pattern is common during winter and spring. Dur- 30 25 20 25 15 5 0 5 10 ,SE
ing winter these conditions produce terrales (see follow-
ing discussion) in the Malaga region. Usually poniente Figure 3. The isobaric chart for levante winds.
A winds last about one week, although occasionally they
may last longer. Along the Spanish Coast poniente

( , inds produce a noticeable cooling of the sea surface, N

probably as a result of upwelling between Estepona 45

and Malaga (terrales can add to this effect).
2.Ie vantes (easterly winds). These winds blow from 40 C

the cast and the southeast, and are associated with high 9-

pressure north of the peninsula (Fig. 3). A high- 3

pre,,sure cell oser the Balearic Islands can also cause
a levante that is localized in the Alboran Sea and the 30

Strait of Gibraltar, sometimes with gale-force winds.- "-"
Lcantes occur in esery season. During summer they
are associated with the Azores anticyclone that extends H5 . .
over Spain. Weather is usually good, although the
w warm air moving o\,er the cooler water produces fog
,ind low stratus near Gibraltar. During other seasons in 21 20) 35 1" 5 0 5 '2 ,7
le antc, arc uually associ.ted with cyclonic activity
o(et the sestern Mediterranean, over Northwest Figure 4. The isobaric chart for katabatic winter
Afkic. r oser the North Atlantic west of northern terral winds.

3
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generates %inds that are channelized by the coastal
mountains. These winds are steady and can have speeds
up to 15 n,, sec. A stronger (winds can reach 25 m/sec) N 02b

and colder terral occurs when an anticyclone and a 45

cyclone are stabilized in the Atlantic and Mediterra- 40

nean (Fig. 5). The warm terral of summer is caused V,
, by either a high-pressure cell west of the peninsula with 35 H

a northwest-southeast axis (Fig. 6) or a high-pressure 6

cell between the Azores and Portugal, which causes

the \ esterly wind to turn northwesterly or northerly. 30

4. Southerly and southwesterly winds. These winds
are infrequent and are usually associated with low 25

pressures centered in the Gulf of Cadiz (Fig. 7). Skies
are cloudy and heavy rains occur along the Spanish
Coast. Temperatures are warm and the air sometimes 30 25 20 25 15 5 0 5 10 1SE

carries reddish dust from the desert in suspension. Near
the African coast these winds occur on the average of Figure 5. The isobaric chart for cold winter terral
tour to five times per month, mostly during late spring winds.
and early summer.

Coastal stations around the Alboran also show a
marked land breeze at night and a sea breeze during
the day. At Ceuta and Tarifa near the Strait clima-
tological data do not show a strong land-sea breeze, N

but sea breezes occur at Gibraltar during summer. 45

The cyclonic activity that affects the region usually
originates either west of Gibraltar or in North Africa 40

south of the Atlas Mountains (Fig. 8). Cyclones
approaching the Strait of Gibraltar generally move 35

southeastward into North Africa, where they may
regenerate south of the Atlas Mountains. Approxi- 30H

mately ine-third of the cyclones that approach the
Strait redevelop over the Alboran Sea and then move 25

eastward into the Western Mediterranean.
May (1982) has constructed wind stress maps based

on ship reports for the entire Mediterranean (Fig. 9).
Hiz maps show westerly (toward the east) wind stress

e, o. cr the entire Aihoran during all four seasons,
'.ra te ntres in trit and jusesof Figure 6. The isobaric chart for summer terral winds.,. k hcrcas the wind stress in the Strait and just west of

thc Strait is easterly (toward the west). The mean
Alnnual \kind stress magnitude is slightly less than
- d% Ine cm2 Table I gives some values for meteor-

lotgical parameters from four stations around the
\Vboran Coast, and Figure 10 shows monthly air N

tcmperalures from a station on Alboran Island. 45

IN. Water masses and their distributions H

A. Vertical distribution of potential

temperature and salinity 30

Pt ftiles of potential temperature (0) and salinity (S)
t i I 11) show the vertical distribution of water masses. 25 L

lic three major water masses are Atlantic Water
(A), I cvantine Intermediate Water (LIW), and Deep
Water (DW). 30 25 20 25 ,5 5 0 5 0 15E

\V Occupies the upper, nearly isohaline layer. Its
thickness 'arics, ranging from 150 m in the central Figure 7. The isobaric chart for southerly winds.

4 4
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Table 1. Mean values for the period 1931-1960 from Instituto Nacionale de Meteorologia, 1982

Alt TM Tm R, H I Alt. - Altitude (m)

Malaga 12 22.8 13.6 500 69 3203 TM - mean air temperature max in *C.
Almeria 18 21.6 14.3 203 73 3052 Tm - mean air temperature min in 'C.
Ceuta 200 19.7 13.8 1200 77 2606 TM - annual precipitation max in mm
Melilla 47 23.1 12.8 469 76 2613 H - annual mean relative humidity

I - annual mean of sunlight in hours
Rivers runoff - 120 m 3/sec = 3.8 km3/year
(United Nations Environmental Program, 1979)

C

811111 Primary

N Secondary 28-

S45 '26-

24-

S22-

40 2 j  20-

T 18-
E 16- (b)

I-14-
(a)351 -12"

10- ^(C

• J F M A M J J AS n

3 I (a) Monthly mean air temperature

(n) Monthly rrrean maximum air temperature

loW 5 0 5 10E cri Monthly mean minimum air temperature

Figure 8. Areas of cyclogenesis and cyclone tracks that Figure 10. Air temperatures measured at A Iboran
* affect Gibraltar and the western Mediterranean (from Island over a two-year period.

BrodY and Nestor, 1980).

Western Alboran Basin to less than 50 m near the
Spanish Coast. Salinity varies from 36.2 to 36.5 ppt
(0/oo). Throughout most of the Alboran Sea a subsur-

face salinity minimum exists and is most conspicuous
during summer. This layer, found between 10 m and

S"f 100 m depth, is generated by surface evaporation above
-o- " r je S' and by more saline Mediterranean waters below. The

S. _vertical temperature gradient in the AW changes during
the year. In summer the combined seasonal and per-

I ' ~L..manent thermoclines have large gradients (0.040 C/m)
. from near the surface to as deep as 150 m (the thermo-

cline extends deeper where the AW is thicker). A more
detailed 0 profile (Fig. 11, inset) shows a multiple-step
thermocline that is composed of several relatively

G O" , homogeneous layers with 10 to 20 m thickness and is

,, 2W separated by intense thermoclines ( > 0.15°C/m). Such
small-scale features appear at many stations. Statically

1igure 9 .A verage wind stress for the period 194 7-1973 stable inversions of 0 with thicknesses of a few meters
(courte.s v of P. II"..May, NORDA). to tens of meters indicate intrusions of slightly different

5



so/on
36 37 38 Temperature (OC)

Temperature (0C)i

12 14 16 Staio 14
0~

300 00t0

Station 10 50
350 42' INr

30 56' W 20

-~ October 1981

I Station 63
360 01' N

30 56' W

-- Station 17
,C-j350 52' Nt

40 22'W

- February 1975

Fi~aure 11. Potential temperature and salinity versus depth for stations 17 and 63 from the R/V Chatnl
(February 1975) and stations 10 and 14 Cornide de Saavedra (October 1981).
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A:0I ll 1tt!I :tl teat life is a step structure in Bet ss een 200 in and 600 in depth the 6 and S iiax -
si' x th- navimin. In ,% Inter the .- W~ layer is nearly imia related to 1_1\V were present and %sere diminished

10h, ilit n~ind npra r protile, form near[\. mir- fromn their maximum values in the eastern Niediterra-
lltiC o! ltimi, profiles (Iig. I I). Beneath the nean. In Figure 12 the 6 maximum occurred about

1\ \ 1 i T ,tition zone that ,eparates Atlantic and 100 in abov e the S maximum, and at station 14 ses eral
*\1lcitci cit \\ ater' , WI and DW). The & and S maxima ocLurred between 200 and 300) m depth. Thiese

aidicnt t L:tronL (0.02 C m, 0.02 ppt m) and the mutpemxm -ere found in many Continuous pro-
1an I' t% M1i,,l 100 in) thick. fie( ID stations made in thre wesenAbrni

eit hi,, ti raition the gradients of 6 and S 1981 and 1982. These maxima would probably ha\ e
t1ti- ii etA ecuI 20(1and 600) in depth maxima been missed by earlier discrete bottle sampling, but the\

* 0 11t 'In I it oud ( 13.2 C. 38.45-38.50 pptl, iridi- appear to be a cornmon fe~ature. The 0 maxima ianued
htil"_ .ii 1e: ot I MW. The 6 maximum is gen- from 13.10- to 13.20'C and the S maxima from 38.46

ci 1 . ao' ehv S- mII ttluti; multiple maxima are to 38.50 ppt . LI W at the Strait of Sicily may ha\ e
loiicitne r~iat dli cent depths, especially beneath \~aILues Of W4C and 38.7 ppt (Katz, 1972), so thie LIW\

ie 'strait ot (libraltar. When se~ eral has mixed with its neighboring \-ater masses
24 tti c. 011C O'te them tUall>11 coincides s\ ith the si eni ficanil '.' before arri! in the Alboran. Comrpar-

N!
1

ri.,a 3el[o\% 0l!te' rutaxiuta both & and S slowly\ ime different years and sources, the maxima seem to
I II , 1 tc M iilrMiih haactritvales vary by no more than 0. 10'C and 0.03 ppt. The poten-

~) Cait S <38.4 pt. Tese6-Stial denisity of the i'termediate \kater occurs near o
* t>'......,, a .ho 2 at deep \tater termed in the nor- 290I gi>Blx h L\,6adSdces

i. a to I: lLeeo-llrox encal (Algerian) Basin slowly, kgrang 6c th 12.A, 5 842 p and ces
*~~~~~so,, rechn - 1\ ) Crelt ne itr

w.x iu t- - ' al'o deflited by, a 6 minimumn 0 = 29.11 k2/ml; from the LIW' core at 350 mi to the
C:, ii 1, t amOlid tear 2N)1 m abox e th.-W.Lni gr -atest depth in the wtestern Alboran (--1600 m) the

iii~l io heic,,e thaer maW. haan 6-S curve nearly parallels the o, = 29.10 isop~ enal.
* I f4 itl maI heie\c ths s ate mas ha an The DW values have not varied much in recent years

-ahe ' IM )\ formation region, but that it and seem to have been constant within the accuracy
i),J) D\ ad ins oill to bou 20 m. of instrumentation and the resolution of' ,ampling. The

* I "mt Ht''\~ ' ceatI\ present in 1962 (1Lanoix,
* i.4) t:ii !Ij 1,)'5 Brs ~den ci a IT') but in9he7at AW and LIW, howlever, do ,ho \ chane, and these

*~~~~~~~ 9-''. .teelrnttTs- 1982) the 9 inimumn changes result from their vales at formationt, their rate
,tnlipper' ore s aninfectin ofthe of formation, and especially their modifiteation subse-

qi A'icetmt uent to formation. These w ater mnasses, rriai Linderg.o
sienificant modification and georiraphlcal \ariat I ot

~ correation hile they are in the Alboran.

* I j ''A- 2 hi5 I at'for the same sta- C. Atlantic Water: the anfic~clonic i\r
1,e ["1t. sltxt Ik, %C!C h0 1In I Li re I I.

!, m.1 , itt_ untittttc (( )c:toher S renmained and its -,ariability
I I . - r () 2 I At \t iW s 9 decreasedThgegaicdsrbto lAuncIue.

2( (~ ( " reitat ited clo'e t 36.5 pp Mos oTegopic danSis tuton ii -tlat LHaer.
16 -4 ppt) at 10 tn depth. At Sta ls fteAbra e 'cxec - ' ~\i

U ..-.'. -- ''' -ne untie ate ~utn~er)S s~as Of A.W, although21 its o0gta1 l~t~~p t'.i
---. 9 , r or a t 0 \tla' about 19.5 C, to moiid-clng \araot.aattxtr

%,a ink -s 5 ni thick. Durine \kith Miediterranean w\aters. Noilt -tlati, ( etral

I ' I x ed ttira ,nmildecrease Water ( Nerdrup et al ., 1942) attd sutwlacC Vtla itt

ffIt hir \ \\ lai, er,,. althougi he K .ater enter the Wcstcrn Nlhboran Sea thli ourt, l tli

\\\la ci- ser 'ituarto s4i16t1on, Strait of Gibraltar. Thesc inflox%11tie "'attr' s Iilt
nir'.-lx ic.II. indereti' some nmi.'an \\hile In the trIt. ar, ic

'ni i/otic htithil the A\ l Aracteiized ht, at xcii of' relati,,el\ loxs'amnt aitd
1 ( 16 ', 010[lt I I ( , anid 'alr]i6 h\x a diffcet teiperature (relatix clv coolet Ini utti-

-- h! 1-a lt' Is rpi Bkchxs il1' Iran- it aiid ,lartttcr in \ Itntetl )..A see IC, ef ddies, arid
irt S x ~e sial. bt tese niatiders eist,, ott both side,, of the xciit of \\ thi'

tIi c i,1 ind h r's hex d itee %ciii titox , essx O l oihca qtx ard ater pas il trotieh
"1 -o r Itta--~ ('c le.12 in~cil. th le ,trait, more or less, along tlte uas ot the Strait.

!I: I I I I)CI ; 20(1 111 at 'taitoii.) Beticcen 3 and 4 \\ it turn,, southxxard. eio'' the
''itlhrI itax IT4 1 'C. itd hiOrnt'.(te branch return'11 \sesixxar

lm m i h' , ' 't~rit i , ii hccnit tiltr xerx de"IthtittlrittII ;m1i,iti eoriic vrc; Ote oilier :oIttintie,

'2. 1 -~~r e't~xixl eta-.c- tit 3 \ meidin11, totitt'\ ittealerc'.
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and outlines a variable number of eddies. This branch isolines and the depth of the 37.5 ppt surface seemed
hugs the Algerian Coast as it progresses eastward. to imply that AW flowed southward along the African

When the current vein enters the Alboran, it creates Coast before becoming trapped in the gyre (Fenner,
one of the most pronounced fronts in the Mediter- 1979). Lanoix (1974) explained the existence in that
ranean on the northern edge of the gyre, dominating zone of an anticyclonic eddy in the confluence of the

* the Western Alboran Sea. This front is confined to the inflowing AW and the westward current south of the
upper 200 m and has a width of about 30 km. Its gyre. Most hydrographic data, however, have not
horizontal gradients of surface temperature are resolved the detailed structure of this small region, and
stronger in summer and early autumn (0.10 to some of the data have probably been aliased by tides.
1. C km) than in the rest of the year (-0.05°C/km). Northeast of Gibraltar a cold region is often pres-
The salinity gradient is 0.03 ppt/km at 100 m and the ent along the Spanish Coast, which indicates possible
seasonal variations are small (Cheney and Doblar, upwelling (Lanoix, 1974; Cano, 1977; Copin-Montegut
1982). The total changes across the front are about 4°C et al., 1981). This cold region also appears in nearly
near the surface in summer and about 1 ppt at 100 m all summertime satellite infrared images. Some authors

* throughout the year. (e.g., Cano, 1978b) have written about the existence
l:Liure 13 shows isotherms and isohalines at 30 and of a cyclonic eddy in that zone. Others (Stevenson,

100 m, and the depth of the 37.5-ppt surface in April 1977; Gallagher et al., 1981) have discussed the pos-
• 1980 (the 37.5-ppt isohaline is often arbitrarily chosen sibility of water upwelled along the Cadiz Coast in the

a, the boundar, between Atlantic and Mediterranean Altantic being advected by the Atlantic inflow. The
waters). rhe shalloA vertical and horizontal average wind stress along this coast is toward the east
temperature gradients were weak, both as a result of and creates conditions favorable for upwelling (Fig. 9).
\s inter cooling and of strong winds. The picture at 30 m In cruises made during the last two years by the Insti-
h as complicated. South of 36N and west of 3°W tuto Espaiiol de Oceanografia (lEO) and the Naval
generally wAarmer and fresher water was in contact with Ocean Research and Development Activity (NORDA),
a colder and saltier region to the north. Several isolated there was some hydrographic evidence for a narrow
patches of water of different characteristics were surface divergence near 5'W. Evidence of cold
embedded in both these regions. temperatures and high salinities ( > 37 ppt at 10 m in

.V 1(X m the picture \as much clearer. The axis of June 1982) is adequate enough to know that subsur-
the front ran along the 36'N parallel bordering the face waters routinely appear at the surface off the
i' re, tk hich %as displaced to the south from Lanoix's Spanish Coast (Fig. 14). It is not known how these

)1'4) classical description. Warm and fresh AW waters arrive there, whether the upwelling process is
s15.35 C. 36.40 ppt) existed at the core of the gyre. local, or whether it occurs elsewhere.

.atther cat the front defined a meander that passed Although most of the AW flows into the Eastern
north ot Alboran Island, enclosing an AW colder and Alboran Sea Basin south of Alboran Island, a sporadic
salier than that of the gyre. East of Alboran Island substantial flow is located north of the island (Lanoix,
0hC J,1,haInc, turned southward and then continued 1974). In June 1982 volume transports inferred from
cj.t\,a~ d near (abo Tres Forcas. Cheney and Doblar hydrographic sections showed that of 1.3 x 106 mi/
'lY2 ,hoked a similar 100-rn salinity distribution for sec inflowing, 0.9 x 106 mVsec continued eastward
"(, 9er -97, but their gyre extended farther north- north of the island.

* ,.1tid ind the stronger salinity gradient was south Figure 15 shows a different season (October 1981)
.ri,,tcad of north of Alboran Island. and also shows distributions in the eastern basin. We

%% hlc the alinit,, distributions at 30- and 100-m added the subsurface salinity minimum to the param-
dclths suggested the same location for the gyrc center, eters used in Figure 13 so that the probable path of
tctperatures at 30 and 100 m did not. The 30-m the AW\ could be visualized. The distance bet%,een sta-
thcmal center skas displaced eastward, and the 100-m tions was greater than in April 1980, but the main
thtitmal center 'sas coincident with the salinity distribu- features were still found.
1101t1. Inside the gyre and the meander the 37.5 ppt At 10 and 100 m the existence of the gyre was eui-
,urtace reached its greatest depths-more than 200 m dent. In this case it was '%armer and Aider than in

and 120 m, respectively. The southern branch of the April, although tile northern part was slightly colder
cooler, saltier side of the front, which might be and saltier. At 10 m there was a fresh tongue of AW
e\pected to surround the warmer and fresher gyre core, in front of the strait and relatively fresh water close

[l a not present, althou,h the cooler, saltier patch to the Spanish Coast, southwest of Nialaga. The ant-
ajnt nt the Moroccan coa,; southkest of the gyre may cyclonic meander was found again, but this time far-

hi c been a trace of it. ther cast near 1-30'V; dimensions and values v, ere
In the .\boran literature considerable interest has ,imilar to the anticyclonic gyre in the k est, Both

Kbcn ,ho,,t in the regions just northeast and just hydrograph, (I antoi\, 1974; (ano 1977, 1978a) and
Swthcat ot the strait. South of Punta Almina the satellite imager\ (Phillippe, 1980) indicate that this
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continued eastward and stayed close to the coast. At
the location of the anticyclonic meander in April 1980,
there was a cyclonic feature with high salinity and low

c.... .. temperature in its core. This distribution appeared
2 i: similar to the 1962 distributions (Lanoix, 1974).

In the salinity minimum distribution we have drawn
an axis that follows the lowest values. The lowest salin-
ity (36.29 ppt) was found on the southern border of

- the front at 30 m (around 4'30'W). Near 4°15 'Wan
,,, - axis that circled the gyre increased its depth (reaching
.-, values greater than 100 m) and eventually spiraled into

", 15 ""it. The other axis continued eastward south of the
island; the salinity increased slowly and steadily, and

3 2 1 ow its depth decreased to less than 20 m except in the
meander; here, it increased to 40 m and maintained

/ t iurv I15(c). Temperature at 100 m depth during the that depth as it hugged the Algerian Coast.
( ,rnide de Saavedra cruise in October 1981. North of the island there was a wide zone where the

minimum was nearly the same as near Gibraltar and
,icander is an intermittent feature that can be found the gyre, but shallower. Lanoix (1974) described a
in ditterent locations and can sometimes disappear. similar picture and drew a third axis north of the island
I 1 r,,m the point where the eastern side of the meander that joined the eastward axis. Our pattern may be the
rc.hi~e the African Coast, the Atlantic Current same, but we do not have the data to confirm it.
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Before ending this section we would like to present Whitehead and Miller (1979) reproduced the gyre
a picture (redrawn from Cano, 1978b) where the AW in a transient laboratory experiment consisting of two
Lhstribut ions for different years during the same season basins, which were connected by a channel, on a
are shown (Fig. 16). He classified the 0-S curves by rotating turntable. After the flow was initiated between
the influence of AW (Fig. 16a), labeling them from the two basins, a jet formed that separated from the
a to e, %%here a is the most AW-influenced and e the curved wall. An anticyclonic gyre was observed
lcat. It can be seen that while some general features between the jet and the wall. The jet and the gyre ini-
S .an be found in all years-e.g., more Atlantic- tially were both a Rossby radius in size, but gradually
irifluenced water to the west and south of the Alboran the gyre grew larger, apparently from an accumula-
Sea-no general seasonal pattern emerges. tion of fluid from the jet as it returned to the wall.

2. The anticyclonic gyre and its variability. Field This growth appeared to be linked with a filling proc-
data gathered in the last 20 years from ships, historical ess related to the dynamics of the stagnation point of
files, and satellite imagery establish the anticyclonic the jet as it impinged on the modeled coast of Africa.
gyre as a permanent feature with great variability In one of the steps of this experiment realistic coastline
(\N annamaker, 1979). In general the gyre has a nearly features were simulated and a similar result was found.
circular shape, but there is a meridional assymetry: the Preller and Hurlburt (1982) used a reduced gravity
tonal axis is south of the 36°N parallel, and the model (active upper layer, quiescent lower layer) for
,trongest gradients and flows are found in the north. the Alboran basin. The Strait of Gibraltar was simu-
In a vertical profile the isolines form a bowl whose lated by a port in the western boundary, and the eastern
diameter diminishes with depth (Fig. 17). The horizon- boundary was entirely open. The formulation did not
tal scale is 10) km and the vertical scale is 200 m. Data include bottom topography, coastline features, or
show that the gyre can shift position as much as 50 km winds. The model was forced by the Gibraltar inflow,
and its area can vary by a factor of two (Cheney and and the solution evolved to a steady state that exhibited
Doblar, 1982). The vertical scale does not seem to suf- a meandering eastward current. The first meander of
fer such dramatic changes. The inner part of the gyre this current formed the northern boundary of a strong
is occupied by low-salinity AW with an almost isohaline anticyclonic gyre in the western part. An initial investi-
layer (36.4-36.5 ppt) reaching more than 100 m and gation using this model indicated the importance of
, here the depth of the salinity minimum is greater than the inflow angle, inflow vorticity, inflow speed, and
in the rest of the sea. This water is warmer than its the location of the strait. The meandering current
Surroundings, although surface temperature contrasts observed in the model solutions might be considered

ith the AW inflow are small in winter (e.g., Philippe a standing Rossby wave with a highly distorted con-
and liarang, 1982, Fig. 22). The slopes of the isolines
in the northern part are about 2.2 m/km for the 15'C servation of absolute vorticity trajectory.

t dm7 aBryden and Stommel (1982) noted that to maintain
€ rilla and Salat, 1982). the anticyclonic gyre in the presence of friction, a

l theories hae been given to explain the source of anticyclonic vorticity is required. This source
c cI theor {l a n givnio etal., could be provided by a flow of western Mediterranean

1,i~nc of t he g~rc (1 anoix, 1974; Ovchinnikov et al., epwtruwr n oadtesri.Tepsi
1976; Nof, 1978; Whitehead and Miller, 1979; Preller deep water upward and toward the strait. The possi-
and 11,urlburt, 1982; Bryden and Stommel, 1982). bility of such a flow was pointed out by Stommel et al.

I anoi.\ (1974), Using the theoretical studies of Saint- (1973), who used a Bernoulli argument to show how

mi, i ( 1957) and employing very simple conditions, high velocities in the strait could raise water from greatexplalned the reandering of the Atlantic vein and gave depth in the Mediterranean up and over the sill. This

a ((ualihtatie indication of the sinuosity of the trajec- upward flow of DW and concurrent vortex shrinking
i, i d probable formation of gyres. Ovchinnikov provides the necessary source of anticyclonic vorticity
k-t a! (1976t) suggested that the gyre is produced by a to maintain the gyre which, in turn, provides the

1, .,noikr rimd field, but this is not a tenable solution necessary energy for raising the deep water in the

; ,, I h the permanence of the gyre is known Alboran Sea.

V\ hi[cihk.d and Mlillcr, 1979). It is interesting that the ideas about the gyre are so
,\ot ( 197,-) used an analytical model and laboratory diverse, at least in some of their details. For instance,

c\periment s to investigate the behavior of flows exit- a steady-state, angled (north of east) inflow, rec-
inv from ,traits. With uniform horizontal velocity pro- tangular wall experiment (Preller and Hurlburt, 1982)
tiles in the cut rent leaving the strait, he found that the showed similar results to a transient straight inflow
crurrents tended to turn to the right in the Northern experiment (Whitehead and Miller, 1979) in which the
Hemisphere, in agreement with intuition. For the case interaction of the boundary and the jet appeared to
* here large negative relative vorticity was imposed, be critical. The vorticity mechanism proposed by
how eer, the flow turned to the left. He suggested that Bryden and Stommel (1982) cannot be simulated in the
the Atlantic wAater entering the Alboran Sea might be Preller and Hurlburt model. Nevertheless, future
an application for this solution, modeling, which will include a planned expansion of
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Figure 17. (a) Temperature and (b) salinity section along 4°W during May-June 1973 (Cano, 1977, section VI).

the Preller and Hurlburt model (personal communica- Atlantic and the Mediterranean (e.g., evaporation
tion), should result in a better understanding of the rate). Shorter term fluctuations are probably caused
dcnamics of the gyre. by tides, wind stress, atmospheric pressure and,

The gyre has displayed strong variability. Cheney perhaps, internal waves. It is believed that the max-
and Doblar (1982) reported a 50-km translation of the imum inflow is in summer (Carter, 1956; Cano and
gyre and sensible variations of its area within 10 days. Fernandez, 1968; Ovchinnikov, 1974), although the
Gallagher et al. (1981) mentioned significant changes higher evaporation is in winter (Lacombe and Tcher-

- of 2°C at fixed locations in I or 2 hours at depths as nia, 1972; Bunker, 1972). In summer the prevailing
great as 200 in, and isotherm excursions at depths from wind field is variable in direction and easterly winds
20 to 50 m. They also reported 2°C changes over are frequent, but in other seasons it is westerly (See

- horizontal distances of 5.5 to 9 km in less than one Section III). There is some evidence that both strong
clay, and lateral shifts of water mass boundaries from inflow and easterly winds will favor a larger gyre, but
3.5 to 7 km in a few hours. They presented a satellite evidence is not sufficient enough to confirm this.
image series for several days where progressive and
regressive excursions of the AW tongue are shown. No D. The temperature minimum layer
i ccognizable surface expression of the gyre was pres- Above the LIW near 200 m depth lies a temperature
emll on one day. They also noted that changes in the minimum layer. Lanoix (1974) attributed this layer to
position of the tongue and the interior of the gyre did water formed in the northern Algero-Provencal basin
n tot necessarily occur in unison. in winter. This cold, moderately saline water reaches

I a Violette (1983) used a series of twice-daily satellite its equilibrium density above the more haline LIW.
infrared images from 5 to 20 October 1982 to track This water may be linked to eau d'hiver superficielle

* cold-water features around the gyre. The features de la Riviera because of its temperature and salinity
apparently began as a 10-km southward bulge of colder of 12.35°C and 38.3 ppt (Lacombe and Tchernia,
surface water near the strait, which were then advected 1960). Katz (1972) mentioned the existence of a similar
around the gyre at a mean speed of 0.4 m/sec. These water mass (12.65°C, 38.15 ppt) south of the Balearic
features, which also measure about 10 km in the Channel (near 37'10'N) between 160 and 325 m depth
downstream direction, appear in satellite imagery from durirg July 1970. This water apparently contributed

0. other periods and had a significant subsurface extent to the dilution of the westward-flowing LIW. Lanoix
during October 1982. Their importance to the gyre (1974) showed values as low as 12.72°C (38.15 ppt),
dynamics is not known, but they probably make a and Bryden et al. (1978; see our Fig. 13) measured
significant contribution to the temporal and spatial potential temperatures between 12.9' and 13.0°C
S variability, and to aliasing of conventionally gathered (38.21-38.30 ppt).
data. In the cruises made by the Instituto Espahol de

Fluctuations in the gyre may be strongly linked to Oceanografia during the late 1970s and early 1980s,
fluctuations of the inflow of AW, as some of the this layer was also detected, but with some changes.
models suggest. Long-term (i.e., seasonal and inter- Three pictures of the horizontal distribution of this
annual) fluctuations are caused by variations in the minimum for different seasons and years are presented
density and sea level differences between the North in Figure 18. The distribution of this water has some
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in 1975. In 1978 and 1980, however, there was a general
warming and an increase of the salt content. The 1978
potential temperatures varied between 13.00°C and
13.10°C, with some spots reaching 13.15'C. In 1980

A ,., (10 the lowest minimum, northeast of Alboran Island, was

12.90 13.07°C, and although temperatures did not reach
values much higher than 13.15'C, they were generally
higher than in 1978. The salinities were around

1. , , 38.25 ppt. In a cruise made in October 1981 by the

(7C Cornide de Saavedra, the lowest potential temperature
in the eastern limit of the Alboran Sea (Station 26,

I .,h Fig. 12) was 13.10 0C and the salinity was 38.33 ppt.
M6. 1 , -_ During the Donde Va experiment in June 1982 (Kinder

(a) et al., 1983), the potential temperature minimum was
only hundreths lower than the LIW maximum and the
salinity was over 38.40 ppt.

Apparently the temperature and salinity of this layer
S. .has varied importantly over the last two decades. Part

of the importance of this layer is its influence on the

-Al.n underlying LIW, which we discuss in the rext section.
Mo/Jo os 10E. The Levantine Intermediate Water

5 15 Nielsen (1912), Wust (1960, 1961), and others
in --  - established the existence of an intermediate layer of high

-c 0 0 IC salinity and temperature in the Mediterranean Sea. Its

origin is in the Rhodes-Cyprus area, where a 150-m-
thick homogeneous layer, characterized by elevated

- - , Mela salinity and temperature (39.1 ppt, 15'C; Morcos, 1972)
. 3 2 is formed during winter. It subsequently spreads

0 (b) throughout the Mediterranean, and its properties

deteriorate during its westward movement. After cross-
ing the Strait of Sicily (at 38.74 ppt and < 14.35°C in

Almeria the bottom of the strait during winter) the Levantine
-'--------- Intermediate Water (LIW) follows three main courses

S.~ 2 in the western Mediterranean (Katz, 1972; Garzoli and
Millard, 1979). After completing these three circuitous

4courses it enters the Alboran Sea and finally con-
-,.5 tributes to outflow through the Strait of Gibraltar.

12 When it reaches the Alboran Basin its signature has
.12 weakened, and it diminishes more on its way to

.. Gibraltar within the basin; but it is still possible to
. -o .. detect the maxima that have distinguished the LIW in

-elo its spreading throughout the Mediterranean Sea. In con-
-- trast with the findings of other authors (Lacombe and

Tchernia, 1960; Lanoix, 1974), we found that the prop-
(C) erties of the LIW were quite recognizable in most of

rthe Alboran Sea during our recent cruises, except in
"tt~ure 18. Temperature at the minimum during the southernmost part near the Moroccan and Algerian

(a) MVev-June 1973. (h) November 1978, and(c) April coasts. One reason for a better perception of LI'W in
/91,10. The temperatures in (h) and (c) are greater than a broader area than in past years is the refinement in
13 D Iata in () and (h) are from Cano and Gil (1982). the measuring techniques employed. Until recently the

sampling methods used in the Alboran Sea consisted
9; , i ilaritlc-, to that of the ILIW. It apparently flows mainly of lowering Nansen bottles or other devices for

'.scstward, mainl, in the northern half of the basin, spot sampling at selected depths. The working dif-
1a1nd its distrhiitjioi is cell-like. Temperature increases ficulties presented by the strong cut ictts in the region
to, thc wc,,t and to the south. The 1973 picture shows and the quasi homogeneity of the water column from
.11c, ,itnilar li those that RIryden et al. (1978) found some 3X) m to the bottom, together with the spot
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sampling, inhibited the recognition and identification s''
of the LIW layer. With present methods, which are 3 o 385

380

capable of a higher resolution, a better knowledge of .......
the water column is assured. Furthermore, the values 13500 153

of the maxima in the last four years apparently are ,
higher than those of the 1960s and early 1970s, which 20

alo helps their identification. 15I/4
File I 1W laver is normally found between depths of is

20 mand600 m. Occasionally more than one distinct 30 /
layer has been observed, mainly in the western part. 20 /0 o

0 1 40 60
Where there are several layers, one dominates over the 0 50

E 1300 60 507others. As mentioned, the salinity maximum is about 30 /

100 m below the temperature maximum. This displace- ;, 07 70 Y.60 o

40 so '. 9

nienit i a natural consequence of diffusion and of the 3,, 50 100 90o 80 2
,:ondition of the equation of state on the TIS plane, but ;o n o 1101. 153
it also appears to imply an unequal rate of mixing, QL 0 )90

%0 hich suggests that layers at different levels may be Sia Lal N L.'c ,

inore affected over than others. The vertical gradients 3 35, 58 IA

A 36 05 SO 4- )c

of potential temperature between the LIW and the 4 36' 06 3-0

u. erlN ing water masses are weaker than temperature gra- 26 3600 1' 47 6C

dients below, but the opposite condition holds for the Figure 19. Temperature-salinity curves showing the
Lradients of salinity. variation of the salinity maximum during the Cor-

fIn its westward movement the S and 0 maxima nide de Saavedra cruise in October 1981. Depths in
decrease in a parallel evolution. The changes in the decameters.
properties are not strong enough to mask the LIW, even
i the strait. This suggests that mixing with the other
,ater masses is not very active (Katz, 1972; Bryden and During recent years a warmer and saltier LIW has
Stommel, 1982), at least not everywhere. In Figure 19 been observed (Miller, 1982). We have found values

seeral 0-S curves are given, which show the evolution cf salinity near or equal to 38.50 ppt ( t 0.005) and
of the maxima in October 1981 between the parallels potential temperature of about 13.24°C in the western
1 47 W and 5'W, more or less along the 36°N Alboran, while the data from Projet Alboran I
meridian. (Peluchon, 1965) during the summer of 1962 (used by

I he 1. entered the Alboran Sea concentrated in Lanoix, 1974) fluctuated about 38.47 ppt and 13.15'C
, ie northern part (Fig. 20). Its path in the eastern basin (in situ). Bryden et al. (1978) observed values of
did not cross south of 35'30'N. In the region between 38.47 ppt and 13.10°C (potential) for the winter in 1975.
(abo Tres lorcas and Cabo Figalo, where there is a The augmentation of salinity is small, but the increase

,~~,~i t.iI ht1ad shell, no traces of the maxima have in the temperature is appreciable. Assuming that a
'- .l totmd (digs. 20 and 21; Lanoix, 1974, Fig. 16). climatological condition affects the formation of
t c,,,n crossing the 31'W meridian near Alboran Island, warmer and saltier LIW, it seems that the existence of
it passcd on Ooth sides of the island. The bulk passed the overlying "winter" water can strongly influence the
io thc north, Ahere the higher maxima and thicknesses LIW, especially the temperature values. Projet Alboran
4 k:rC /i,,id Between this meridian and the strait the I and Bryden's cruise located a well-developed
I ,_ -iature %kas stronger in the northern half of the temperature minimum layer that was different from the
,int. I he I I" moves near the Spanish coast on its situation found during our late 1970s and early 1980s

. . ,t, to,.%ard the strait, where the horizontal gradients cruises (see Section IV.4).
''! i!, prupcrtics increase noticeably due to encounter- Furthermore, Wust (1961)established that the prop-
w lnc the inflhing Atlantic water. Near the strait it is erties of the LIW had higher values in winter, a season
dtfficulth to estimate thc proportionate contributions of close to our April (1980) cruise, out we found values
the dittcrent Aater masses because of the strong tidal very similar to those in April during our in October
fluctuations. It seems that in the African corner 1981 cruise (late summer situation). The Lanoix and

,~sCt i (euta and 4"-W, the liW has no influence, Bryden data collected in summer (July 1962) and winter
,4i huiigh its signature may be obscured by the DW, (February 1975) are more alike each other than to data

high has a strong presence in that zone (Bryden and from the more recent cruises. Perhaps the variation of
-trinil, 19821 see our Fig. 22). In the zone of the gyre these water masses are more strongly related to

thc shape ot the isolines of the [I.W suggests climatological fluctuations in their source regions than
A ,Iufb m, nmetrncnt, .vhich will be discussed in to the seasonal and yearly variability that we expected

ii, \to find.
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Itgure 20(a). Temperature at the maximum showing Levantine Intermediate Water during the Cornide de Saavedra
cruwse in October 1981. Temperatures have 13 'C subtracted from them (i.e. 0.20 = 13.20) and script numbers are
depths in decameters. The letter "N" signifies no maximum. (b) Salinity at the maximum.

During June and October 1982, however, we found F. The Deep Water
that the S maximum was about 38.47-38.49 ppt and In the northwestern Mediterranean off the French
the maximum was 13.1-13.2°C-intermediate between Coast during winter, the climatological and oceano-
earlier lower values and the higher values in 1980-1981 graphic conditions favor processes of deep-water for-
data. There was no concomitant strengthening of the mation (Tchernia, 1960; Anati and Stommel, 1970;
temperature minimum in 1982. It is likely that the Sankey, 1973; Lacombe, 1974). After it is formed this
strength of the temperature minimum layer is only one water sinks and spreads southward, and fills the bot-
factor that influences the strength of the LIW in the tom layers of the Balearic, Alboran, and Tyrrhenian
s"cstern Alboran. Seas (Wust, 1961; Ovchinnikov and Plakhin, 1965):
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continuous mixing process of the newly formed DW
with the old one, which results in a decrease in 0 and

Aalag Almeri S of the newer. The volume of newly formed DW con-
/"i e tributes less than one-fourth to the Gibraltar outflow

(Lacombe, 1974), although in exceptional cases, e.g.,
24 - during very cold winters, the formation rate is able to

20 
"  L -  

26 maintain the outflow for three years (Sankey, 1973).
1" -- For DW identification in the Alboran Sea we con-

_, , -22 sider the water with a 0 less than 12.90C and a o0 o
-20.. 29.10 kg m 3 or greater (Bryden and Stommel, 1982).

In general (Fig. 23) the DW rises from east to west and
from north to south. The east-west elevation is smooth
"from 1200 m at 2°W to 800 m at 4'30'W) until it

,a0. arrives near the strait, where water with 0 identical to
3 2VV that of the DW south of the French Coast is about

100 m below the Gibraltar Sill (Bryden and Stommel,
ti.ure 21. Temperature at the maximum showing the 1982). The depth changes from north to south are
distribution of the Levantine Intermediate Water. The sharper, with differences of 400 m across the Alboran
letter "n" signifies no maximum. Sea. The DW isolines bank against the African Coast

from as far east as 0' longitude, although the
r,,., shallowest depths are found along the Moroccan slope

3°1,2 N, near Gibraltar.
6 .7 8 19 20 21 The shoaling of the DW (12.81°C, 38.435 ppt, and

20 29.11 kg/M 3) during October 1981 and during Febru-
15 > - ary 1975 is shown in Figure 24. In combining the 1981

cruise with Brvden's 1975 cruise, some reservations

I85 - 5km A....

950

"-- ~~~280- " • . . " " 0

.0 100.

/i, ldU' 2 fotential temperature along 4016 'W dur-
,,., 'f,' ( ornide de Saavedra cruise in October 1982.

c \, u ill% , part of it flows out directly through the
I 7at tStomncl et al., 1973: Bryden and Stommel, d L,.
1982).

I tornt h carliest measurements of the Deep Water (a)
(IM ) (Nicisen, 1912) its properties have undergone 1,

iilc Lhange. They oscillate around 0 = 12.70'C, 3,,
.- , 38.4) -41 ppt and o, = 29.105 kg m 3, but it .

-ppear,, that these values pertain to a DW that formed M,.

i nr prci ul processes and occupies the deep and bot- 7

e [oll Iacrs when new ones are forming; that is the V1
rcason some authors call it "old" DW. Obviously the -
Old )W must have formed at the surface also, but - *

lutensive measurements in the MEDOC region thus far o,•.
l.ae al" ays shown a "new" DW forming at a higher - ., \i
termperature than an old DW. Lacombe et al. (1981)
.a',c the interannual variations for DW; it varies (b)
heteen 12.91 'C and 12.80'C and between 38.415 ppt

. and 38.460 ppt, with higher values corresponding to Figure 23. Depths of the 12.90'C potential temperature
" milder \inters. They also mention the existence of a surface (hm) in (a) April 1980 and (h) October 1981.
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and transport is wind-generated and make the most
•I important contribution to the geostrophical transport.

Q Currents at intermediate and deep layers are generated
- . by thermohaline factors as well as by the wind."/ X . Burkov et al. (1979) gave some vertical profiles of the

SO . . mean currents, which are characterized by a sharp
decrease of the flow in the pycnocline (0-250 i). in

the surface the velocity is higher than 50 cm/sec,
,- decreasing to I cm/sec in the intermediate layer. They

also found a slight maximum between LIW and DW,
-- and finally a slight decrease to the bottom. According

to both Wust (1961) and Ovchinnikov (1966) the rate
Figure 24. Depth of the potential isotherm 12.81 'C of circulation in the surface and intermediate waters
versus longitude for the northern and southern half is lower in summer by a factor of about one-half. In
of the Ahoran during (ornide de Saavedra cruises in the Alboran, this notion would appear to conflict \%ith
t-ebruarv 19 75 and October 1981. claims that the Atlantic inflow is strongest in summer

(Carter, 1956; Cano and Fernandez, 1968; Ovchin-
should be noted. First, it was impossible to find sta- nikov, 1974).
tions at the same location for both cruises. Second, The distribution of stream lines in the surface layer
the distinction between southern and northern basins (0-200 m) shows a pattern simila' to that of the of 0
k arbitrary: it is actually a distinction between shal- and S isolines. Most of the direct and indirect current
losser and deeper DIV depths. measurements made in this layer (Seco, 1959; Grousson

Around 4 %% the "'northern" DW stays more or less and Faroux, 1963; Capart and Steyaert, 1963; ONchin-
at the same depth or it deepens slightly with respect nikov, 1966; Lanoix, 1974; Parrilla, 1981; Gallagher
to ea'tern water, but the "southern" DW sinks dra- et al., 1981) reveal a similar picture. Lanoix (1974) gase
mat icalk. Wc Should be careful interpreting this. The a very complete description of the surface circulation.
crs:,-sectional area occupied by the DW that crosses Succinctly, the swift vein of incoming AWA enters the
north of Alboran Island increases, so that for the DW Mediterranean following an east-northeast course, it
flos to be maintained, the depth (or speed) does not turns south at around 3°3'OW and bifurcates south

, hase to undergo big changes until it arrives at the strait. of 36'N. One branch circles the anticyclonic gyre,
-t the same time the anticyclonic gyre may have some whose center is 20 or 30 dyn cm higher than the sea
influence. Unfortunately, we were not able to gather surface outside the gyre (Figs. 25 and 26). The other
data nearer the Moroccan Coast, which should have branch, which is the main part of the Atlantic current,

, slhoNn DW at sltalloser depths, similar to those at 3o usually passes south of Alboran Island in the eastern
and S- W. We also think that the particular bottom Alboran basin. In this basin the vein meanders, so on
.elict bctseen (abo Fres Forcas and Cabo Figalo, and some occasions we found a great anticyclonic eddy

and the teep east-west slope of the passage south of (Fig. 26) near 2°W that separates the Atlantic flo%%

\lbran Island (See Fig. 1) may enhance the rising of from the African coast. Lanoix found that the floss

the I)M near the African Coast. can be pushed nearer this coast by a cyclonic eddy south
of the Spanish coast (Fig. 25). In this case it seems that

A. the size of the anticyclonic eddy has been reduced so
-J V. General circulation that it occupies a very small area in a bight between

I" and 3°W (Cano, 1977). Lanoix has discussed the,A..tlanic ~ale ciculaionexistence and causes of countercurrents ( kest~vard) near

A ccneral idea of the circulation in the Alboran Sea the coast in the same region. After this meandering
11 -c deduced trom the preceding section on the water the current hugs the Algerian coast and continues east.

ma,, distributions. The surface waters (AW) are ani- As it flows into the Mediterranean, the Atlantic cur-
_ .mated b a net eastward movement, and the deeper rent widens and its velocity decreases. The higher

01 % %aters (1-1W and D\W) by a net westward movement, speeds are found north of the western anticyclonic gvre,
'ome of the deeper wsaters flows out over the Strait which is higher than 100 cm/sec in its peripherv. In
of (jibr-altar sill, These motions can be inferred from the western and southern branches of the gyre selocities
the spatial e olution of the oceanographic character- appear to be about half those in the north. On both
istics and the horizontal pressure gradient which is sides of the main current several eddies are formed,
generated b% the decreasing of the mean sea level from cyclonic to the left and anticyclonic to the right.
the ocean to the \cditerranean by 10 to 15 cm between In addition to the large anticyclonic gyre that
the tso ,ides of the Strait. dominates the western Alboran, other eddies e\ist, ,uch

-. ,ording to O)vchinnikoN (1966), the geostrophic as the small one that apparently is often present south
.cirenlatit i\ tairl\ stable and "the surface circulation of Ceuta. This eddy is similar to the initial small gLre
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I., f-that was formed * hen treshei s, atcr impinged on the
Moroccan coast and later gre * to become the hig anti-

-2 cyclonic gyre (\\ hitehead and Miller, 1978). North of

2 ,2 the Atlantic current several ,ones of cvclonic eddies
t _have been detected (lanoix, 1974; Cano, 1977, 1978a)

-4 beside the one already described abose. In the ssestern
"...2 -. -asin, near thc Spanish coast hetseen 3- and 4' W

Lanoix (1974), as \,ell as ('ano (1977) and Parrilla
.7. (1983a. 1983h) (ig. 25), noticed the presence of \Ahat

/ , 1/ 2 seems to be a permanent c,.clonic edd. Cano (1978a)
14 show's another \4eak cxclonic eddy northeast of the

strait betsseen Gibraltar and Malaga, where upwell-
,,.,-.ing has been indicated (Fig. 14). Two surface drifters

released near Gibraltar in October 1981 showed a
lt",urc 25 I)i,n topovraphv o the surjace relative cyclonic eddy near 5'W north of 362 N (C. Gascard,
(e) 2( (/ar (ldrtni' Cornide de Saa~edra cruise in April personal communication).
/ Y' 50 f € t h! it c /. LDuring 1978-1980 the Malaga Laboratory of the

Instituto Espahol de Oceanografia deployed several
current moorings for periods of one to two months
along the Spanish coast (Fig. 27). From the results
Arevalo and Garcia (1982) divided the area in two
subregions. One was to the east of Punta de Calabur-

* -/ ras (5'W, Stations A,B,C), - here the influence of the
Atlantic currep, was -, and another to the west,
where thL. ... i. nger (Stations F and H).
Stations D and r- occupied an intermediate zone where

. . the influence was intermittent; Station 6 seems to have
been entirely sheltered from the Atlantic current.

. . 'Stations F and H were under the direct influence of
.. :the Atlantic inflow. Near the surface (',20 m) the mean

direction was eastward at both sites and average speed
was 20 cm/sec. The deep (,-100 m) currents at H were

11. t' .2 l)tnami( topozraphy' of the surface relative southwestward and were opposite to the surface cur-
to 2W)o dh/ar (lurtng (ornide de Sa,vedra cruise in rents; the sl red averaged 18 cm/sec. At F the deeper

S,,,'h<'t !' idvtnac P !V',80 m) currents had two prevailing directions-NE
and NW for more than 10 days each, average speeds

v sere about II cm/sec. Stations D and E were inter-
rnittently subjected to the influence of the inflow, and
the net results of the measured currents were eastward

Malaga - 0 ith average speeds smaller than 10 cm'sec. At Sta-

S Morbella' -- *A 500 tion G. a bimodal regime of directions parallel to the
__ e/ C 10200 coast lasted two or three days each, and a weak lateral

Est.pono .- " C 'orros 20 drift toward the coast. Mean speeds oscillated around
E @ D 5 cm sec. East of Punta de Calaburras all the stations

had bimodal regimes. For B and C the directions were
.F northeast and southssest with a coastward lateral drift

* H at B. At A the main direction was east-northeast withJ sswestard fluctuations that lasted two or three days.
The most important spectral characteristic was the

4 ~oinfluence of, the semidiurnal tide, which w*as more

intense to the west and slightly stronger at the surface.
The contribution of the diurnal tides was similar to

_ __t ihe semidiurnal, but less energetic.
30 5W 30 Current meters wAere placed near 4<-47'W on five

moorings fromn 36 17N to 35'58'N during June-
1tur, 27 . 1 oattions of current meter mooring during October 1982 as part of tile Donde Va experiment.
1978- 1 9, 0 Preliminary results sho ked mean \elocities in the
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Ali \ I c i,f tI Ped hs h e 3.5ppt isohialIine) s' ater crlatesZCI cvcllicll v ill hie Alborall and h1at
t,) 1 ccat t to! I:il 110111at ((WI to 062 <F) at speeds trom t'lov, in the northern part of thle Nlboran flid par-

)to nci c, it depths froml 62 to 124 rn. All records t icipate in thle out flowk. One deep instrument at a 9 1 ()-rn
Ok XkI J von 111.1iLIurnal) tidal oscillation, and depth near 35 58 N had anl eastward component of

,1- te ailla flat tiaiion, crc present in the periods 0. 1 cm/sec (the niorths~ ard data channel tailed). flhis
Ie s e and 10 Jas" supports thle proposal of lBryden anid Ston rue'l ( 1982)

that the miajor deep-s ater tlos% is inithe sotlicinapart
BI. Mediterranean %Nater circulation of the Alboran.

I he Jcilon or the I IW and DW are not well V1I. Tides and internal waves
k To'k n. I he 11r '11)a l]Ocjiies are small, probablN 1ie nteAhrnae obnto fIi d:
5 10 itall to ir M and around 2 cmi/sec for t dsi h *loa r aontain tIh ie
D\\ I b mb.o depicting, thle geostrophic corn- pendent tide of thle Medtterr anean proper and )t he
potlellt s! ireci :urcit" at ()()dB1 relativeto 1000 d13 passage of the North Atlantic tidal s,kas e t hroti e h li
dcx111Ci Ae~ CIOW cx lot , erelait i h)IOs theatvcoi narrosk Strait of Gibraltar. Because tire MNidit'lranj

!; iic -\ ho~i asn aht o n i cvc'% ot c a , snmall and the ,trait is nit ross. neither tidei at cc. :

,noii'e o!teII\i henrhr ilo The A-tlantic tide Causes, appreciable ridex in the
~t ace x~c at rc t ti I i th nothrn alfof Alboran near the strait, but L hes rapidls dirrnkt

rV ~ ~~ tic 'utIand thic ouitiVkird scritig of the isolines wkest eatrd fn (16)gachilll o-ntnl IIr
or 3 'A 2( in d 21 ). Bi \ deir anid Stommel ( 1982), se~alstaions, anth61 aLs ehrio Contiue t ir t 4LCll

oil~~~~~~~~ tl lll 1iil tI1LV:iteiosrphic selocities eastskard illustrate titis decrease: Cadiz, 93 citt (NI
MIJ x!%- o lit- ottrn or i\o ertcal Gibraltar, 38 cmi (I ,): anid Alicanite. 4 ci (K.

V.'nnlorat Sea. They sug-
Lacombe and Richez (1982) have studied the ride in

ittasinmu ccur sverethe the strait, where tidal currents exceeditng 10 (i) t see
.0. . *o~ianrd that this westward

k7 i - u .iht rn ide buttha miing are common. The tide in the strait acts aLeainst rthe

A ~ ' I! T 1 o1 i t i-ide, but o tht miing strong stratification, and the sill forms l .arge lalplitude
At KI h ~ pertesof [W o ths sde. ( > 100 m peak-to-peak displacement in ,oine case')

P1 - ! 9- ) mplied that this layer, as well internal waves. In thle strat thle Internal is as Cs are
- 1 ;ct -iater. has thle same vorticity as modulated bv the tides, hut has e periods, or Wi to

I..'iole o th anicylonc gre, 40 min. Surface expressions have been deteet ed hot01t
-. ii i ittrpteted as extending to the visually and by radar (Frasetto, 1964; Ziecenbeii, 1969.,

1970). Farther east, near 4-5(1' \% close to thle Spanisit
IM b )a nks against the African Coast, Lanoix ( 1974, Fig. 23) 1reported a siinglc %k axe,

itupis ard. but not along, the wAith a displacement near 100 m l. We obsers, ed pac ketI
a A c eems not to return eastward of' such waves at five current mecter ntoorinLes mheir il

t:,:, I hat to t'loss directly over the same longitude from 36= 17 N to 35 5 S s LI n11it a
1t t1' t WJ 'uiemil ( 1982) obtained an June-October 1982. These is s s 5 cc plrxctlt 11 t.i

r _ 3 10 T fromn a 341 -day depths from 67 to 910 m, and althoughi tile\ couldK
Uiitd near the bottom of the detected frequently at ever\ current nti cer duritt cci

IL1Nleditert anean Basin sem-idiurnal cycle, their ,t rength iissas nioduti It cit '
I' I~ (I 9821 st udiect the deep cir- diurnal frequency and also fluctuated ott ntahim irec

-' ~ ~ j- .. . . . j .. p, acouMstically, trackcJ floats time scales. It seems, Ii klv that thle inter ii a si i slt

4P :al i roin .iaruarv to NIav 1982, thle strait and tile siases in thle Alboran itiatttst
* -. I tit res ealed a broad and sloss t ions of a solitary si ase (or soliton t phecnoinon totitt

11itJkel the antieselo nc gyre. The ing at thle sill aid propagat ing east %is i t 1 21in L

pipl na e 2 cm/sec. Part of Similar geophys -ical obsersat ionis has e been mladc atl

* a holitoin topography anid, near nit Inlet (farmier arid Smith, 1980), ili thott
i' .1i I ;I in iid tosard (Gibraltar with Miessina (Alpers arid Salusti. 1983), anLd itl K '11

I.w I t paritrnred east ward and Sea ( Apel and H olbrook,. 1983). lb is ittLiciil !ai ada
toll' J !i, cwl ii hmidar it o thle deep channel si asemay influence miixing across thle p> cnolW lLli

\P11.. of al ki lrd. tidal energy dissipation. It certaik pose' ,aimphfic

I~~~ w'i I'11 .aret meter deployment, problems in t he w estern .Alboran.

;i it:plcd at 540-rn depth from V1 eerlgclefcso h lk
6I ',el 0 tC ai 'oL! 4 47' N. ihese instruments I. eto loia efeton h tI~

f:- a 'itoii ,I the ittermediate water, abosre Lacombe (1961), Crepoti (O9W). and ( Falictil 19SI)
ia i, 16 x dt \Icans, over thle I12- to I 14-day- discussed thle probable influence,, of %% linds ,iltifilo
htic _1i'*. timlitn 2 3 I to 2541T, with speeds pheric pressure onl the AW intloss . hen Hie t l~

fiII c, I liesv flosis point toward thle pressure o\ er thle We stern1 \lediCTera I M)1 1'il iit.h

'st i II ' K i ~aitci sthat t he interniediate sea suirf(ace is depressed and in tloss Llcrea~~c \ex li cii

GI
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pre,,uic is IoN . the surface rises and AW inflow the east. This is similar to the Cheney and l)oblar
through the stralt increases. Lacombe and Richez description, but the wind blew from the east for 15
(19S2) estimated that the inverted barometer effect days before the cruise, with gusts in the strait surpassing
could alter the inflow, by one-fourth of its average for 20 m/sec. During the cruise the pressure rose to nor-
a 1.cm da\ change in sea level over the entire Mediter- mal values (* 1020 mbar) and the sea level dropped
.imcan.. (iarcia (1982), using time series of pressure and 20 cm; the wind was weak with variable direction from

... level at sexeral locations, calculated the barometric east and west. The fact that, in theory, opposite
actor at both sides of the strait; he found a high cor- actions-the low pressure and the easterly wind-were

" telation between the pressure and the mean sea level taking place at the same time is perhaps \%hat made
at t1C uency bands of the passages of atmospheric a more complex picture at 30 m, where the influence
S sx stem (Gupta and Singh, 1977). He gives a table with of the wind is stronger than at 100 m.
some ratios between maximum, mean, and minimum After reviewing all these potential causes that influ-
inflow velocities. He found that in extreme conditions ence the gyre, it seems that an important task is discern-
the inflo, can change by a factor greater than 2.0, but ing to what degree the gyre variations are related to
tor more typical conditions the inflow can change by the temporal scales of the different influences. As
a factor of 1.4. Westerly winds are associated with low Bucca and Kinder (1984) pointed out, short duration
pressures, which enhances the inflow. Lacombe and events-they referred to atmospheric forcing, but the
Tchernia (1972) suggested that this situation could idea may be applied to other forcing as well-can
increase the flow by a factor of 2. change the surface signature, which might not influence

Garrett (1983) recently resolved the paradox of both the gyre beneath it. The deeper gyre may respond only
the sea lesel (rather than its time derivative) and the to influences of longer periods.
inflo,, heing in phase with the (negative) atmospheric
pressure (Crepon, 1965). Flow through the Strait of VIII. The future
Sicily offers an adequate explanation, as perturbations Several techniques hold promise for increasing the

. about the mean sea levels in the western and eastern oceanographic understanding of the Alboran Sea. Ne%
Mediterranean can be different over meteorologically instruments will allow better determinations of tradi-
important periods (*10 days). He further estimated tionally measured properties such as temperature,
that wind setup along the coast outside the strait is less salinity, and velocity. Increased accuracy and better
impottcunt than atmospheric pressure fluctuations. resolution in both space and time will lead to more

(heney and Doblar (1982) showed an example of precise definitions of the distributions and flows of the
changes in the gyre that were possibly caused by atmos- Atlantic and Mediterranean waters, and of the proc-

pheric forcing. Three surveys were made in October esses that cause them. Uniform calibration procedures
1977. Before the first survey the wind blew from the for the range of temperature and salinity in the
southsscst at 5-13 m/sec, the pressure dropped 15 mbar Mediterranean Water are needed for more meaningful
and the gxtc r as located in its east nmost position. comparisons between data sets and for the detection
-\ticr this sLurx-ey the wind shifted to the northeast and of climatological changes. Remote sensing, especiall\
, lie prcsfure returned to 1020 mbar. The second survey from satellite, will permit synoptic views of the ipper
lt dass later found the gyre at its westernmost posi- layer and will both complement traditional measure-
t lon. The ,k ind and pressure remained about the same ments and contribute new insights of its own. Model-
,in ii the third surxey, as did the gyre position. In the ing the flow in the Alboran Sea, through either
,ame paper they shoved a more dramatic case numerical or laboratory simulation, will increase our
freproduccd from Kerling, 1977) in May 1977, when dynamical knowledge.
pr c,,t :dropped 10-15 ibar and a westerly wind blew Many interesting research problems can be addressed
at 18-25 m-'ec. [he AW vein exhibited little curvature; in the Alboran Sea, and many of these problems are
th e yr ,'. as xcry small and its center quite displaced intimately linked to problems in the Strait of Gibraltar
to the ,,owh. They suggested that a slow initial speed and the entire Mediterranean. Variations of the inflow

*O at the strait encerates a broad anticyclonic gyre in the at time scales from seasonal to tidal and their effect
%%estern part of the Western Alboran Sea, while a faster on the Alboran Gyre and the entire Mediterranean need
current intrudes farther into the center of the western elucidation. Meteorological effects are believed impor-
basin and pushes the gyre to the east. tant, but this has not been proven. The kinematic,, and

I 1, c dla s before the Alboran 80 cruise in April 1980 dynamics of the outflow and the relatixe contribution,,
(i. 13) the pressure dropped 10 mbar below the of different waters to the outflo" are likewise
a'.eravc and remained so until the start of the survey unknown. The dynamics of the flow in the strait, the
and until the sea lexel at Ceuta and Tarifa rose about mixing between inflowing and outfHowing water,. and
20 cm. As can be seen, the vein is almost straight and the action of the strait as a control on the entire
rea, hcs close to Alboran Island (Fig. 13), and the center Mediterranean are problems that are fundamental to
of the ,'c ce was situated in the south and displaced to basic scientific understanding and to such practical
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squss toils~ pollulott disp1 1011. 1 ong -terut fILuC~ta- X. An update on related publications
tiolis il hetic dtraer 55 ater ( 1WV anid MV) ma Si ne OrWinal completion ot' this report in the fall
be anl ise ll\ueful mionitor onl climiatic changes if of t' 1983, ses eral important papers on the Alboran Sea
th1 \lIecd irie iiz a iai. Ses rc alI as pect: s oft' heIi i n tcr na itI% a se hias appeared. Nlan\ of' these papers are contributions,
pac kets aie interest ing, both fundcamentally arid locally: fromn the IDonde Va project, Ashich stimulated this
t helrlee a!lc~tirtl- tticl~anis in, their spreading and dissi- e'o
parton. atnd ( htei r cft ctt on the kinetic energy anid miv eo
til- ill the stitit and inl the Alboran Sea. There is Bo\ Ic, L. A., S. 1). Chapnick, X. X. !3ai, and

presentl\ act ise ss ork onl these and other problem,; A. Spikak (1985). Trace metal enrichments in the
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